FILTER-MART CORPORATION

HIGH PERFORMANCE

EDM FILTER ELEMENTS

The products we supply replace those of many manufacturers and several OEMs. All elements are manufactured to meet or exceed the specifications of the original equipment manufacturer.

FILTER-MART CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1327 COOKEVILLE, TN 38503-1327
PHONE 800-487-7493 FAX 800-669-6303
EMAIL: FILTERS@FILTERMART.COM
EDM FILTER ELEMENTS

FILTER-MART CORPORATION CARRIES A COMPLETE LINE OF FILTER ELEMENTS FOR ELECTRIC DISCHARGE MACHINES (EDM).

TOTALLY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH THESE O.E.M. BRANDS:

AGIETRON       JAPAX
ANDREWS        LEBOND MAKINO
CHARMILLES     MITSUBISHI
EBBCO          OMEGA
ELOX           SEIBU
FANUC          SODICK
HITACHI

EDM MACHINES UTILIZE DIELECTRIC FLUIDS, EITHER DEIONIZED WATER OR OIL, FOR CONDUCTING AN ELECTRIC SPARK, COOLING, AND FLUSHING THE PRODUCT BEING MADE. IT IS CRITICAL THAT THE DIELECTRIC FLUID STAY CLEAN FOR ACCURACY OF PRODUCTION.

3 - 20 MICRON AVAILABLE
EXTEND OIL LIFE
REDUCE FILTRATION COST
IMPROVE MACHINING ACCURACY
MAXIMIZE CUTTING EFFICIENCY
REDUCE TOOL DOWNTIME

** ** COMPANIES NAMED ABOVE CARRY A REGISTERED TRADEMARK.